Car directions – total journey time approx 1 hour, GPS Coordinates: 36.102177953, 28.068989205

Turn left out of the airport onto the main road, this road bears round to the right through some traffic lights until it ends with a T junction and set of traffic lights. Turn right at these lights following the road towards Lindos. You will pass through, Faliraki, Afandou, Archangelos, Haraki and then Kalathos. Soon after you leave Kalathos you come to Flavaris supermarket and Café Zucchero on your right, at this roundabout continue straight ahead. A few minutes along the road you will see a sign for Lindia Athena Luxury Villas on the left. Take this road down and turn right and you will be at the Villa gates. To the right hand side of the gate you will find a board that contains a safety deposit box for each Villa. Villa Fereniki is the one on the left hand side. Enter the code that has been provided separately to obtain the Villa keys and gate remote control. Press the padlock sign on the remote control to open the gates, ensuring you press again to close the gates once you have entered. The parking bays are just on the right hand side. Villa Fereniki is the furthest villa. Head down the steps and the bottom door leading into the garden will be open. Then use the key to open the front door to access the property.

Contact Details:
Exclusively Lindos Resort Office: +30 22440 33124
George Astsidis - Owner: +30 694 737 3653
Claire - Villa Rep: +30 694 277 5809
Exclusively Lindos 24 Hour Emergency No +44 7825 678 512